
1. Introduction
The East Asian summer monsoon (EASM), impacting the lives of more than 1.5 billion people, is a com-
plex climate system independent from the South Asia summer monsoon (e.g., Ding & Chan, 2005; Hsu 
et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2012). Understanding the response of the monsoon system to global 
warming is important to the projection of future regional climate (Christensen et al., 2013), which has been 
widely studied based on the future scenario simulations of the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project 
(CMIP; e.g., Hu et al., 2003 Kitoh et al., 2013; Lee & Wang, 2014; Turner & Annamalai, 2012). However, con-
siderable inter-model spread lowers the confidence in future projections (Christensen et al., 2013), which 
prompts studies on the source of the spread (e.g., Chen & Zhou, 2015; Li et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018, 2019b) 
and the underlying physical processes for building better climate models (Xie et al., 2015).

As important components of the EASM system, the western North Pacific subtropical high (WNPSH) 
and East Asian upper-tropospheric westerly jet (EAJ) are closely coupled with the EASM rainfall (e.g., 
Huang & Wu, 1989; Liang & Wang, 1998; Lu, 2004). The WNPSH impacts East Asia with the low-lev-
el southerlies on its western flank in summer, which transport abundant water vapor from adjacent 
seas (Ninomiya & Kobayashi, 1999; Zhou & Yu, 2005). Anomalous activity in the WNPSH can lead to 
flooding, drought and heat waves, as well as modulate the tracks of tropical cyclones (Ho et al., 2004; 
Huang et al., 2007; Zhang & Zhou, 2015). The EAJ, a strong westerly jet in the troposphere, is most 
intense at around 200 hPa and is located to the north of the EASM rain belt (Lau et al., 2000; Liang & 
Wang, 1998; Lu, 2004). It features two dominant modes in its inter-annual variability, the meridional 
displacement and intensity, which are closely associated with the distribution of the EASM rainfall 
(e.g., Lin & Lu, 2005; Lu, 2004; Yan et al., 2019). An equatorward (southward) shift of the EAJ implies 
a positive rainfall anomaly for South China.
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The responses of these components to anthropogenic warming are widely studied individually (He & 
Zhou, 2015; Horinouchi et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2014; Lu & Fu, 2010; Ren et al., 2017; Zhou 
et al., 2018, 2019b). The multimodel ensemble (MME) change in 500-hPa eddy geopotential height shows 
a uniform weakening of the WNPSH in the middle troposphere (He et al., 2015). However, the WNPSH ap-
pears to be more stable in the lower level than in the middle troposphere. Meanwhile, it shows a more direct 
connection with EASM rainfall in the lower level. Therefore, many researchers focus on the 850-hPa circu-
lation change of the WNPSH (Huang et al., 2015; Lu, 2002; Lu et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013). The changes 
in the MME of the WNPSH in the low level (850 hPa) are close to zero, which is not a robust projection 
because of the large inter-model spread among the models (He & Zhou, 2015). An uncertain projection of 
the WNPSH adds uncertainty to the projection of the EASM (Cherchi et al., 2018).

Moreover, there are few studies on the future changes in the EAJ. Based on the projections of CMIP5 mod-
els, Horinouchi et al. (2019) suggested that the climatological changes of the EAJ show a weakly southward 
shift. In addition, Dai and Lu (2012) suggested that the relationship between the inter-annual variabilities 
in EASM rainfall and EAJ becomes stronger under global warming.

These previous studies have also revealed that the model-projected EASM changes show large inter-model 
spread relative to the MME (Hu et al., 2003; Hulme et al., 1994; Kimoto, 2005; Kitoh et al., 2013; Li & Ting, 2017; 
Wang et al., 2014; Zhou et al, 2018, 2019a, 2019b). Early studies attempted to provide a more reliable projection 
of the EASM by normalizing the change in each model with corresponding climate sensitivity or selecting the 
models that are better at simulating the present-day climatology (e.g., Hu et al., 2003; Hulme et al., 1994), but 
this appears to have little effect. Based on idealized atmospheric experiments, Li and Ting (2017) quantified the 
roles of CO2 radiative forcing and sea surface temperature (SST) warming on the response of the EASM to glob-
al warming. Dynamical changes due to the SST warming contribute most to the uncertainty in projecting the 
EASM circulation. Current studies tend only to focus on a single aspect of the changes in the EASM. An analysis 
of the relationship between the inter-model spreads of the changes in EASM and its related circulation compo-
nents is needed. To identify the source of the inter-model spread with respect to the changes in the EASM, Zhou 
et al. (2019b) applied the multivariate empirical orthogonal function (MV-EOF) method to reveal the leading 
mode of the inter-model spread (hereafter referred to as “leading spread”), and performed a preliminary analysis 
of the inter-model spread of the changes in the lower and upper atmospheric circulation of the EASM.

In this study, we also first extracted the leading spread of the changes in the EASM, which is almost the same as 
Zhou et al. (2019b). Several indices were applied to quantify the changes in the WNPSH and EAJ and investigate 
their relationship with the leading spread. Section 2 introduces the data and methods used in this study. The re-
sults of the systematic analysis are presented in Section 3. Conclusions and discussion are provided in Section 4.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

We used the historical and Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 runs from 28 CMIP5 models 
at http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/ (Taylor et al., 2012), and the historical and Shared Socioeconomic Pathway (SSP) 
5–8.5 runs from 24 recently released CMIP6 models (Eyring et  al.,  2016). The basic information of the 
models in CMIP5 and CMIP6 used in this study is listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. We only selected the 
first simulation (r1i1p1 for CMIP5 and r1i1p1f1 for CMIP6) of the ensembles for each model, except for CN-
RM-CM6-1 (r1i1p1f2), CNRM-ESM2-1 (r1i1p1f2), MIROC-ES2L (r1i1p1f2), and UKESM1-0-LL (r1i1p1f2). 
All the analyses were first performed on the historical and RCP 8.5 runs from the 28 CMIP5 models inde-
pendently, and then repeated on the historical and SSP5–8.5 runs from the 24 CMIP6 models. All the model 
data were interpolated onto a 2.5 × 2.5° grid (90°S–90°N, 0°–357.5°E) before analysis.

We used the 2081–2100 mean in the future scenarios (RCP 8.5 in CMIP5 and SSP5–8.5 in CMIP6), minus the 
1981–2000 mean in the historical runs to define the change under global warming in CMIP5 and CMIP6. 
The simple average of all models in CMIP5 or CMIP6 defined the respective MME. The average of June-Au-
gust was used to define the summer mean. To remove the effect induced by the inter-model uncertainty 
from the climate sensitivity in each model, the future changes investigated in our study were normalized by 
the increase in global mean surface temperature in each model.
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2.2. Multivariate Empirical Orthogonal Function

Inter-model MV-EOF analysis was performed to extract the leading spread of the changes in the EASM, as 
in Zhou et al. (2019b). Compared with conventional EOF analysis, the MV-EOF approach can capture the 
spatial relationship between several related variables (Wang, 1992; Wang et al., 2008), which was an efficient 
method in our study owing to the close correlation between the lower- and upper-tropospheric circulation 
systems in the EASM. A combined matrix was built for the selected variables, which were first normalized 
in their individual fields before the subsequent EOF analysis. In this study, the MV-EOF analysis was based 
on five variables related to the EASM, which were the changes in summer 850-hPa and 200-hPa zonal and 
meridional winds and 500-hPa vertical pressure velocity over (10°–40°N, 100°–140°E). The first mode in the 
inter-model MV-EOF analysis was selected, and the other variables related to the EASM were regressed onto 
the normalized first principal component [PC1; as Figure 1b in Zhou et al. (2019b)].

2.3. Indices of the WNPSH and EAJ

To measure the changes in WNPSH and EAJ respectively, several indices were applied in this study. Tradi-
tionally, metrics such as the 5870m or 5880m geopotential height contour at 500 hPa have been widely used 
regarding the position and strength of the WNPSH in studies of the WNPSH's variability (e.g., Sui et al., 2007; 
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Model Institute

ACCESS1.0
ACCESS1.3

CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Australia), and BOM (Bureau of 
Meteorology, Australia), Australia

BCC-CSM1.1 Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration, China

BNU-ESM College of Global Change and Earth System Science, Beijing Normal University, China

CanESM2 Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis, Canada

CCSM4 National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA

CMCC-CM Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici, Italy

CESM1(BGC)
CESM1(CAM5)

National Science Foundation, Department of Energy, National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA

CNRM-CM5 Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques/Centre Europeen de Recherche et Formation Avancees en Calcul 
Scientifique, France

CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation in collaboration with the Queensland Climate 
Change Centre of Excellence, Australia

GFDL-CM3
GFDL-ESM2G
GFDL-ESM2M

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA

GISS-E2-H NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA

GISS-E2-R

HadGEM2-ES Met Office Hadley Centre, UK

IPSL-CM5A-LR Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France

IPSL-CM5A-MR

IPSL-CM5B-LR

MIROC-ESM Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University 
of Tokyo), and National Institute for Environmental Studies, JapanMIROC-ESM-CHEM

MIROC5

MPI-ESM-LR Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany

MPI-ESM-MR

MRI-CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan

NorESM1-ME Norwegian Climate Centre, Norway

NorESM1-M

Table 1 
List of the 28 CMIP5 Models Used in This Study
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Zhou et al., 2009). Different to studies on the inter-annual or inter-decadal variability of the WNPSH, contin-
uous tropospheric warming thickens the atmospheric column, which disables the studies on the changes in 
WNPSH by using these traditional metrics. Therefore, some studies have suggested using the eddy geopoten-
tial height (He et al., 2015, 2018; Huang et al., 2015), which is the deviation from the zonal mean of the geopo-
tential height, as an alternative metric for quantifying the future change of the WNPSH. To objectively depict 
the changes in the WNPSH, we selected three indices concerned with the low-level changes of the WNPSH. 
The first one was the difference in the changes of zonal wind at 850 hPa between two regions [(25°–35°N, 
120°–150°E) and (10°–20°N, 130°–150°E); Figure 1a], which represent the changes in anticyclonic wind shear 
of the WNPSH (He & Zhou, 2015; Huang et al., 2010). Then, we used the regional average of the changes in rel-
ative vorticity and eddy geopotential height (15°–30°N, 120°–150°E; Figure 1c) to define the other two indices, 
which represented the change in the intensity of the WNPSH (Lu et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013). We named 
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Model Institute

BCC-CSM2-MR Beijing Climate Center, China

CAMS-CSM1-0 Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences, China

CanESM5 Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis, Canada

CESM2 National Center for Atmospheric Research, Climate and Global Dynamics Laboratory, USA

CESM2-WACCM

CNRM-CM6-1 CNRM (Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques), CERFACS (Centre Europeen de 
Recherche et de Formation Avancee en Calcul Scientifique), FranceCNRM-ESM2-1

EC-Earth3 EC-Earth consortium: AEMET, Spain; BSC, Spain; CNR-ISAC, Italy; DMI, Denmark; ENEA, 
Italy; FMI, Finland; Geomar, Germany; ICHEC, Ireland; ICTP, Italy; IDL, Portugal; IMAU, 
The Netherlands; IPMA, Portugal; KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany; KNMI, The Netherlands; Lund 
University, Sweden; Met Eireann, Ireland; NLeSC, The Netherlands; NTNU, Norway; Oxford 
University, UK; surfSARA, The Netherlands; SMHI, Sweden; Stockholm University, Sweden; 
Unite ASTR, Belgium; University College Dublin, Ireland; University of Bergen, Norway; 
University of Copenhagen, Denmark; University of Helsinki, Finland; University of Santiago 
de Compostela, Spain; Uppsala University, Sweden; Utrecht University, The Netherlands; 
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands; Wageningen University, The Netherlands.

EC-Earth3-Veg

FGOALS-f3-L Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

FGOASL-g3

GFDL-CM4 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, 
USAGFDL-ESM4

IPSL-CM6A-LR Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France

INM-CM4-8
INM-CM5-0

Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russian Academy of Science, Russia

KACE-1-0-G National Institute of Meteorological Sciences/Korea Meteorological Administration, Climate 
Research Division, Republic of Korea

MIROC6
MIROC-ES2L

JAMSTEC (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology), AORI (Atmosphere 
and Ocean Research Institute, The University of Tokyo), NIES (National Institute for 
Environmental Studies), and R-CCS (RIKEN Center for Computational Science), Japan

MPI-ESM1-2-HR Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany

MRI-ESM2-0 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan

NESM3 Nanjing University of Information Science and Technology, China

NorESM2-LM NorESM Climate modeling Consortium consisting of CICERO (Center for International Climate 
and Environmental Research, Oslo 0349), MET-Norway (Norwegian Meteorological Institute, 
Oslo 0313), NERSC (Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing Center, Bergen 5006), NILU 
(Norwegian Institute for Air Research, Kjeller 2027), UiB (University of Bergen, Bergen 
5007), UiO (University of Oslo, Oslo 0313) and UNI (Uni Research, Bergen 5008), Norway

UKESM1-0-LL Met Office Hadley Centre, UK

Table 2 
List of the 24 CMIP6 Models Used in This Study
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these three indices the zonal wind index (ZWI), eddy geopotential height index (EGHI), and relative vorticity 
index (RVI). A positive ZWI, EGHI, or negative RVI indicates an intensified WNPSH.

The meridional displacement and intensity change of the EAJ are the two major modes in its inter-annual 
variability (Lin & Lu, 2005; Lu, 2004). Thus, we considered two indices to define the changes in the me-
ridional location and intensity of the EAJ, respectively. The difference between the averaged changes of 
zonal wind at 200 hPa of the band (15°-wide zonal band) on the south side of the jet axis (zonally) over 
120°–150°E minus that on the north side defines the location index of the EAJ, following previous studies 
(Lu, 2004; Yan et al., 2019). A positive location index indicates a southward-shifted EAJ. According to the 
varying location of the jet axis in each model, the specified regions of each model are different. Similar to 
the location index, the intensity index of the EAJ was defined as the average changes in 200-hPa zonal wind 
in a 15°-wide zonal band over 120°–150°E centered on the jet axis.

3. Results
3.1. Relationship Between the Leading Spread and WNPSH in CMIP5 Models

The first MV-EOF based on the CMIP5 models accounts for 30% of the variance of the changes in the EASM. 
It is associated with low-level cyclonic circulation change and upper-level divergence, which results in a “dry 
north–wet south” pattern of rainfall change in East Asia (Zhou et al., 2019b). (To clarify the presentation of 
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Figure 1. Intermodel regressions of future changes in summer (a) sea level pressure (shaded) and 850-hPa horizontal 
winds (vectors), (b) geopotential height, (c) eddy geopotential height, and (d) relative vorticity onto the normalized 
principal component of the first multivariate empirical orthogonal function (MV-EOF) mode from the 28 CMIP5 
models. Stippling denotes the regressions are significant at the 95% confidence level. The black rectangles in (a) denote 
the regions for calculating the ZWI (zonal wind index). The black rectangle in (c) denotes the region for calculating the 
eddy geopotential height index (EGHI) and relative vorticity index (RVI). The magenta vectors denote that at least one 
of the components is significant.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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subsequent analyses based on the normalized PC1 of MV-EOF, we considered the leading spread to be associ-
ated with low-level cyclonic circulation change, and all the patterns in the subsequent analyses were regressed 
on this leading spread; The details of the normalized PC1 and related correlation fields were shown in Fig-
ure 1 in Zhou et al. [2019b]). Figure 1 shows the changes in WNPSH associated with the leading spread (The 
climatology of these related variables is shown in Figure 2). Consistent with the low-level cyclonic circulation 
changes, the negative changes in regressed SLP (Figure 1a) and geopotential height (Figure 1b) almost cover 
the entire western North Pacific, representing a weakening or eastward retreat of the WNPSH. This mono-
pole structure of the regressed SLP changes (Figure 1a) is similar with the leading spread in the projection of 
WNPSH revealed by a recent study (Chen et al., 2020). The spatial pattern of the regressed eddy geopotential 
height (Figure 1c) is similar to that of the geopotential height (Figure 1b). Positive changes in regressed rel-
ative vorticity (Figure 1d) represents an eastward withdrawal of the WNPSH, which is limited to the west of 
140°E—consistent to the location of the western edge of low-level cyclonic circulation change (Figure 1a).

Three indices (ZWI, EGHI, and RVI; see Section 2.3) were applied to measure the changes in WNPSH for 
each model. The leading spread is significantly correlated with the ZWI, EGHI, and RVI, at −0.65, −0.88, and 
0.76 respectively (Figure 3), accounting for nearly half of the inter-model variance. The lower correlation co-
efficient for the ZWI than the other two indices may be because the ZWI is based on the zonal wind shear of 
the WNPSH, which is sensitive to the location of selected regions. The EGHI and RVI, which were originally 
defined to depict the inter-annual variability of the WNPSH (Lu et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013), can also well 
capture the future changes in WNPSH. Their relationships with the leading spread indicate that the changes 
in WNPSH are one of the key features of the inter-model spread in low-level circulation over the EASM region.

To further confirm the circulation pattern represented by these indices, we applied composite analysis 
based on the EGHI and RVI, which are highly correlated with the leading spread. In the composite analysis, 
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Figure 2. The multimodel ensemble of summer-mean climatology in (a) sea level pressure (shaded) and 850-hPa 
horizontal winds (vectors), (b) geopotential height, (c) eddy geopotential height, and (d) relative vorticity of 28 CMIP5 
models in historical run (1981–2000 mean).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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the models based on one index are selected if the absolute value of the index of this model is greater than 
one inter-model standard deviation. The MME results show insignificant change in the eddy geopotential 
height and relative vorticity (Figures 4a and 4d). The composite of the positive-EGHI (negative-EGHI) mod-
els shows remarkable positive (negative) changes over the entire western North Pacific, with an anticyclonic 
(cyclonic) circulation change from 10° to 40°N (Figures 4b and 4c). The composite of the positive-RVI (neg-
ative-RVI) models shows a similar circulation pattern to that of the negative-EGHI (positive-EGHI) models, 
but it is limited to a smaller region (Figures 4e and 4f). The analysis based on the geopotential height seems 
more representative of the changes in the WNPSH than that based on the relative vorticity. In summary, the 
changes in the WNPSH are closely related to the leading spread of the changes in EASM among the CMIP5 
models, and account for nearly 50% of its total variance.

3.2. Relationship Between the Leading Spread and EAJ in CMIP5 Models

Figure 5 shows the present-day climatology of the EAJ (contours) and the inter-model regressed changes in 
200-hPa zonal wind (shaded). The regressed zonal wind changes are close to an intensification of the south-
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Figure 3. Relationships between the normalized PC1 and three indices of the western North Pacific subtropical high 
in the 28 CMIP5 models: (a) zonal wind index (ZWI); (b) eddy geopotential height index (EGHI); (c) relative vorticity 
index (RVI). The three indices have been normalized by their own intermodel standard deviation.

(c)

(b)
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ern part of the EAJ, but they are not centered on the zonal axis of the EAJ. As introduced in Section 2.3, two 
indices—the location index and intensity index—were used to quantify the meridional displacement and 
intensity change of the EAJ, respectively. These two indices are almost linearly independent, with a linear 
correlation of 0.04 between each other.

The leading spread is positively correlated with the location and intensity indices, at 0.58 and 0.55 respec-
tively (Figures 6a and 6b), denoting a southward-shifted and intensified EAJ. We further constructed a 
linear combination (0.83 location index 0.34 intensity index   ) of these two indices via multiple regres-
sion, which shows a much higher inter-model correlation coefficient of 0.81 with PC1 (Figure 6c). This 
may be because the inter-model EOF analysis cannot differentiate the changes in the location and inten-
sity of the EAJ owing to the different zonal axis of the EAJ in each model. Horinouchi et al. (2019) studied 
the jet-precipitation relation in different models by shifting the variable field in each model meridionally 
with respect to its jet axis. In some cases, it is an effective way to remove the effect of the different location 
of jet axis in each model.
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Figure 4. Composite changes in summer (a–c) eddy geopotential height and relative vorticity (d–f) with respect to 
the (a and d) multimodel ensemble, (b and c) eddy geopotential height index (EGHI) and (e and f) relative vorticity 
index (RVI) in 28 CMIP5 models. Vectors in each plot denote the corresponding composite changes in summer 850-hPa 
horizontal winds. Stippling denotes the composites are significant at the 95% confidence level. The magenta vectors 
denote that at least one of the components is significant.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(e)
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Figure 5. Intermodel regressions of future changes in summer 200-hPa zonal winds onto PC1 from the 28 CMIP5 models. 
Contours represent the present-day climatology of 200-hPa zonal wind greater than 20 m s−1 (interval: 2 m s−1). Stippling 
denotes the regressions are significant at the 95% confidence level.

Figure 6. Relationships between the normalized PC1 and two indices of East Asian upper-tropospheric westerly jet 
(EAJ) ([a] location index, [b] intensity index), and (c) the linear combination of these two indices, in the 28 CMIP5 
models. The indices and linear combination have been normalized by their own intermodel standard deviation.

(a) (b)

(c)
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We also performed a composite analysis based on the two indices of the EAJ. The changes in the MME of the EAJ 
shows a weakly southward shift and decreased intensity (Figure 7a), as reported in a previous study (Horinouchi 
et al., 2019). In the composite of the change in 200-hPa zonal wind based on positive (negative) location index 
values, an obvious southward (northward) shift of the EAJ is shown over East Asia (Figures 7b and 7c). The 
historical zonal axis of the EAJ in the composite of positive location index (Figure 7b) is situated more north-
ward than that in the composite of negative location index (Figure 7c). According to the composite based on the 
intensity index, the intensity change of the EAJ is also obvious (Figures 7d and 7e). The intensity (the averaged 
value of the 200-hPa zonal wind around the jet axis, which is similar with the definition of the intensity index) of 
the historical EAJ in the composite of positive intensity index (shaded in Figure 7d) is stronger than that in the 
composite of negative intensity index (Figure 7e). Whether the biases in climatological mean location of the jet 
axis or intensity of the jet are related to the future changes in the EAJ among the models needs further study. In 
summary, the leading spread of the changes in EASM is related to a southward and intensified EAJ, and accounts 
for nearly 70% of the total variance of the changes in the EAJ.
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Figure 7. Composite summer present-day (shaded) and future (contours; interval: 1 m s−1) climatology of 200-hPa 
zonal wind with respect to the (a) multimodel ensemble, (b and c) location index and (d and e) intensity index of the 
East Asian upper-tropospheric westerly jet (EAJ) in 28 CMIP5 models. Also shown is the averaged location index 
and intensity index of the EAJ for each composite, in the top-right corner. The indices have been normalized by the 
intermodel standard deviation of the corresponding index. Stippling denotes the composites to the corresponding 
future changes are significant at the 95% confidence level.

(a)

(b)

(d) (e)

(c)
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Figure 8. Meridional section of intermodel regressions of future changes in summer (a and c) zonal wind and (b and 
d) tropospheric temperature onto PC1 at (a and b) 110° and (c and d) 140°E, from the 28 CMIP5 models. Intermodel 
regressions of future changes in summer (e) 200-hPa geopotential height (shaded) and zonal wind (contours; interval: 
0.15 m s−1 °C−1; negative values dashed), and (f) sea surface temperature (shaded) and 500-hPa vertical pressure 
velocity (contours; interval: 10−3 Pa s−1 °C−1; negative values dashed) onto the normalized principal component of 
the first multivariate empirical orthogonal function (MV-EOF) mode from the 28 CMIP5 models. Vectors in (a and c) 
denote the corresponding regressions of changes in the summer meridional and vertical winds. Stippling denotes the 
regressions are significant at the 95% confidence level. The magenta vectors denote that at least one of the components 
is significant.

(a)

(c)

(e) (f)

(d)

(b)
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3.3. Vertical Structure of the Leading Spread

Based on the analysis above, we have revealed that the leading spread is correlated with an eastward-retreated 
WNPSH and a southward-shifted and intensified EAJ. To illustrate the relationship between them, the re-
gressed changes in latitude-altitude wind circulation with zonal wind and tropospheric temperature are shown 
in Figure 8. The lower-level northerly wind changes over 110°E (Figure 8a) and southerly wind changes over 
140°E (Figure 8c) are the western and eastern edges of the lower-level cyclonic circulation change, respec-
tively. As proposed in Zhou et al. (2019b), this lower-level cyclonic circulation change is originally induced by 
the positive SST changes over the equatorial western Pacific (Figure 8f) and intensified by an air-sea coupling 
process related to background circulation in summer. It corresponds to an upper-level anticyclonic circulation 
change (Figure 8e), which is a thermally driven circulation structure supported by the tropospheric warming 
centered over 20°N (Figures 8b and 8d). This tropospheric warming is related to the positive SST changes over 
the western Pacific (Figure 8f), via deep convection adjustment (Xie et al., 2009) and latent heating released by 
the increased precipitation via the enhanced upward motion (Figure 8f). Previous studies suggested that the 
diabetic heating (latent heating in this study) anomalies can also play key roles in maintaining the meridional 
teleconnection and connecting the low-level and upper-level circulation anomalies over the WNP-EA (Kosaka 
& Nakamura, 2006; Lu & Lin, 2009). Given the control of the EASM rainfall by the EAJ (Liang & Wang, 1998), 
the positive upper-level zonal wind change prohibits ascending motion to its north (Figures 8a and 8c), which 
favors increased summer rainfall in South China. In short, the leading spread of the changes in EASM infers 
an eastward-retreated WNPSH and an equatorward-shifted EAJ, which are coupled by a Gill-type response to 
the positive SST changes over the equatorial western Pacific in summer. This Gill-type response is stronger in 
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Figure 9. As in Figure 1, but for the 24 CMIP6 models.
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Figure 10. As in Figure 4, but for the 24 CMIP6 models.

(a)

(b)

(c) (f)

(e)

(d)

Figure 11. As in Figure 5, but for the 24 CMIP6 models.
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the northern hemisphere because of an air-sea coupling process related to summer background circulation 
(Zhou et al., 2019b).

3.4. Results From CMIP6 Models

We also performed the same analyses based on the recently released 24 CMIP6 models. The leading 
spread of the changes in the EASM among the CMIP6 models accounts for 21% of the total vari-
ance, which is smaller than that in the CMIP5 models. The regressed 850-hPa changes related to the 
WNPSH are shown in Figure 9, revealing similar results as in CMIP5 (Figure 1). The leading spread 
in CMIP6 is correlated with the ZWI, EGHI, and RVI at −0.73, −0.83, and 0.75, respectively. The com-
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Figure 12. As in Figure 7, but for the 24 CMIP6 models. The indices have been normalized by the intermodel standard 
deviation of the corresponding index in the CMIP5 models, enabling them to be compared with CMIP5.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 13. Schematic diagram showing the relationship between the leading spread of the changes in EASM and 
the changes in the western North Pacific subtropical high (WNPSH) and East Asian upper-tropospheric westerly jet 
(EAJ). One model with more SST warming over the equatorial western Pacific (red-filled ellipse) can induce a Gill-type 
response, which leads to an eastward retreat of the WNPSH (black and red curves represent the present-day and future 
WNPSH, respectively) and an equatorward shift of the EAJ (black and red arrows represent the present-day and future 
EAJ, respectively).
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posite analysis based on these three indices in CMIP6 (Figure 10) is 
also similar with the results in CMIP5 (Figure 6).

The regressed changes in 200-hPa zonal wind (Figure 11) in CMIP6 are 
weaker than that in CMIP5. Meanwhile, the relationship between the 
leading spread of the changes in the EASM and changes in the EAJ in 
CMIP6 is different from that in CMIP5. The definition of the location and 
intensity indices of the EAJ is also based on the location of the jet axis 
for each model in CMIP6. The leading spread is correlated with the loca-
tion index at 0.55 and is uncorrelated with the intensity index of the EAJ, 
which may account for the decreased total inter-model variance (21%) of 
the leading spread in CMIP6. All the CMIP6 models except two [CAMS-
CSM1-0, FGOALS-f3-L (very week intensification)] show a significantly 
weakened EAJ with little meridional displacement. In the composites of 
the location index, the meridional displacements in CMIP6 (Figure 12) 
are weaker than in CMIP5 (Figure 7). The vertical structure of the lead-
ing spread is similar to the results in CMIP5 (figure not shown), but the 
regression signal is somewhat weaker.

4. Conclusions and Discussion
In this study, a systematic analysis of the leading spread of the changes in the EASM under global warming, 
along with its circulation components—the WNPSH and EAJ—was performed using the outputs from 28 
CMIP5 models and 24 CMIP6 models. This leading spread of the circulation changes in the EASM revealed 
by the MV-EOF analysis can successfully capture its relationship with the changes in the WNPSH and EAJ 
among the CMIP5/6 models, suggesting that the changes in the EASM and its components are a closely 
coupled system.

The leading spread is related to a Gill-type response induced by the greater surface warming over the 
equatorial western Pacific in the CMIP5 models, with a low-level cyclonic circulation change, which 
is closely correlated with the changes in the WNPSH (Figure 13). Three indices quantifying the inten-
sity change of the WNPSH suggest that a weakened or eastward-retreated WNPSH is related to the 
leading spread. In the upper-level troposphere, an anticyclonic circulation change corresponds to the 
low-level convergence. The northern part of this anticyclonic circulation change is related to an equa-
torward-shifted and intensified EAJ (Figure 13). This thermally driven vertical circulation structure 
is maintained by the latent heat released by the increased rainfall over South China and the western 
North Pacific.

The recently released CMIP6 models were also investigated in this study. The relationship between the 
leading spread and the changes in the WNPSH in CMIP6 is similar to that in CMIP5. Meanwhile, the 
composite analyses based on the indices of the WNPSH also show semblable results. However, the chang-
es in the EAJ in CMIP6 bear some differences to the results in CMIP5, characterized by with an MME 
weakened EAJ with almost consistent signs in all CMIP6 models. In addition, the inter-model changes 
in the EAJ intensity are completely unrelated to the leading spread. The definition of the indices of the 
changes in EAJ is based on the climatological mean location of the jet axis in each model, which may 
be related to the difference in the relationship of the leading spread to the changes in EAJ between the 
CMIP5 and CMIP6 models. However, we do not find a significant inter-model relationship of the leading 
spread to the biases in the climatological mean location of jet axis in the CMIP5 or CMIP6 models. The 
reason why the changes in the EAJ are inconsistent among the two generations of CMIP still need to be 
studied further. The reliability of the projections in these two datasets also need to be evaluated because 
of the significant differences between them.

Considering the modest explained variance of MV-EOF1, we also checked the explained variances 
of MV-EOF2, which are 14.4% in CMIP5 and 19.6% in CMIP6, respectively. On the contrary to the 
MV-EOF1, the MV-EOF2 shows weak relationships with the changes in WNPSH (figure not shown) 
and the location changes in EAJ. However, the MV-EOF2 is significantly correlated with the intensity 
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Figure 14. As in Figure 5, but for the normalized principal component of 
the second multivariate empirical orthogonal function (MV-EOF) mode.
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changes in EAJ. Figure 14 shows the regressed changes in 200-hPa zonal wind (shaded) onto the nor-
malized principal component of the second MV-EOF mode in CMIP5 (that in CMIP6 is similar with 
this; figure not shown). The intensity index of EAJ is negative correlated with the MV-EOF2 at −0.70 
in CMIP5 and −0.75 in CMIP6, suggesting that the major signal of MV-EOF2 is from the intensity 
changes in EAJ. The greater surface warming over the high latitudes (Figures 15a and 15c), which 
may be related to the uncertainty in the Arctic amplification, results in a greater tropospheric warm-
ing over the north of 40°N (Figures 15b and 15d). Therefore, the decreased meridional temperature 
gradient leads to a weakened EAJ (Figure 14). The MV-EOF2 is somewhat similar to the second EOF 
mode of the future changes in sea-level pressure over the East Asia revealed by a recent study (Ose 
et al., 2020). In CMIP5, the greater surface warming is mainly located over the continental margins 
(Figure 15a), while it moves to the Arctic in CMIP6 (Figure 15c). It may be because the major causes 
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Figure 15. Intermodel regressions of future changes in summer (a) surface temperature (shaded) and (b) 
zonal-mean (120°E–150°E) tropospheric temperature, onto the normalized principal component of the second 
multivariate empirical orthogonal function (MV-EOF) mode from the 28 CMIP5 models. Panels (c and d) as in (a 
and b), respectively, but for CMIP6 models. Stippling denotes the regressions are significant at the 95% confidence 
level.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)
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to the uncertainty in Arctic amplification changes of these two generations of dataset are different. 
The MV-EOF2 only shows a significant relationship with the intensity changes in EAJ, although it is 
extracted from a multivariable field. We also examined the inter-model relationship of the MV-EOF2 
to the biases in climatological mean location of jet axis. There is not a significant linear relationship of 
the MV-EOF2 to the biases in climatological mean location of jet axis in the CMIP5 or CMIP6 models. 
In additional, the roles of meridional gradient of local SST and expanding Hadley circulation on the 
EAJ were discussed in previous study (Horinouchi et al., 2019). However, their relationships are not 
significant under global warming, suggesting a further research on the underlying mechanism.

As mentioned, the leading spread of the changes in the EASM is closely related to the greater surface warm-
ing over the equatorial western Pacific. There are also some factors merely influencing one single compo-
nent of the EASM, that is, the WNPSH or the EAJ. Zhang et al. (2018) found that a slowdown of the Atlantic 
Meridional Overturning Circulation can lead to a cooling over the northern extratropics, which further 
increases the meridional temperature gradient and shifts the EAJ equatorward. The El Niño–Southern Os-
cillation (ENSO) can affect the WNPSH via air-sea interaction and teleconnection (Paek et al., 2016; Wang 
et al., 2000). Nonetheless, the future projections of AMOC and ENSO are still unclear (Collins et al., 2010; 
Paek et al., 2016; Srokosz et al., 2012). The influences of the uncertainty in these factors on the EASM will 
be further investigated in future work.

Data Availability Statement
The CMIP5/6 model data used in this study can be accessed at the ESGF portal (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/
projects/esgf-llnl/).
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